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CHAPTERR 6 

GeneralGeneral Discussion 

Untill  a few years ago the biological clock was considered as a rather homogeneous 
structuree sending one uniform time message to the rest of the brain. Yet, the results 
presentedd in this thesis, together with other recent publications, clearly reveal the ne-
cessityy of a fundamental revision of this concept in order to make further progress in 
thee field. Our study on the biological clock mechanisms that control pineal melatonin 
releasee uncovered several new aspects of the biological clock functioning. 

First,, the results presented in Chapters 2 & 3 provide clear evidence for the func-
tionalityy of nocturnal SCN activity. The nocturnal electrical firing of SCN neurons, 
althoughh less prominent as compared to the daytime activity of SCN neurons, and 
thereforee probably often neglected, was proven to be a condition sine qua non for the 
nocturnall  rise of pineal melatonin release. In addition, the results of these 2 chapters 
stronglyy suggest that without input from the biological clock the baseline activity of 
thee pre-autonomic neurons controlling melatonin synthesis is rather low and that the 
SCNN provides a continuous stimulation of the pre-autonomic neurons that are at the 
originn of the sympathetic activity. As wil l be discussed, this finding may have major 
implicationss for our view on how the biological clock via the hypothalamus affects the 
balancee of life. 

Inn Chapters 4 & 5 the control of the daily melatonin rhythm is further analysed. 
Inn Chapter 4 we show that further refinement of the GABA/glutamate hypothesis is 
necessaryy in order to explain the early morning decrease of melatonin. In Chapter 5 
wee revealed different subpopulations of SCN neurons that may be dedicated to the 
controll  of the daily melatonin rhythm. In addition, the results of this chapter suggest 
thatt expression of the Perl gene in the SCN might be more closely linked to SCN 
outputt (i.e. behaviour and VP release) than that of the Perl gene. 
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GENERALL  DISCUSSION 

A.. CIRCADIA N CONTROL OF MELATONI N SYNTHESIS 

Combinationn of inhibitor y and stimulatory clock outputs 

Ass already presented in the Introduction, the biological clock is a time-dealer. In 
orderr to orchestrate diurnal rhythmicity in behavioural and endocrine functions, 
thee biological clock is using diverse means to distribute the message of time. Initial 
electrophysiologicall  and metabolic studies revealed the circadian rhythmicity of SCN 
activityy peaking during daytime (see Intermezzo). In view of the fact that melatonin 
iss a hormone with an extremely robust and stable circadian rhythm in a variety of 
species,, it was quite logical to suppose a main inhibitory control of the melatonin 
rhythmm by the SCN. However, low levels of pineal activity observed earlier in SCN-
lesionn animals (Klein & Moore, 1979) seemed to be in clear contradiction with such 
aa pronounced inhibitory role. Nevertheless, it was not until 1996 that Moore (Moore, 
1996)) noticed the apparent contradiction between the nocturnal silence of SCN neu-
ronss and the stimulation of melatonin synthesis. Consequently, we had to check our 
hypothesiss that the biological clock could control the melatonin rhythm by imposing 
aa strong but "simple" daytime inhibition of pineal activity, as proposed previously 
(Kalsbeekk et al., 2000c). However, the results obtained in the first study (Chapter 2) 
alreadyy revealed that the melatonin rhythm is controlled in a more complex manner. 
Indeed,, when one compares the effect of lesioning either the SCN, the PVN or the 
SCGG on melatonin synthesis, it is clear that thee SCN has an active role in both inhibi-
tionn and stimulation of melatonin synthesis, whereas the SCG and the PVN are just 
simplee relay stations of SCN outputs to the pineal gland. In view of these results, it be-
camee essential for us to elucidate this issue and to check in vivo whether the low SCN 
neuronall  activity during the night was actually sufficient to sustain such a stimulatory 
actionn on melatonin synthesis. The results obtained (Chapter 3) clearly showed that, 
indeed,, nocturnal neuronal activity of the SCN has important physiological implica-
tions.. SCN nocturnal neuronal activity proved to be necessary to stimulate melatonin 
synthesiss and to inhibit corticosterone at the same time. At the same time this study 
wass the first to show an actual function for the nocturnal activity of the SCN. There-
fore,, contrary to the expectations at the start of this thesis, the SCN also uses multiple 
outputss for the control of melatonin synthesis, as it was shown previously for the 
controll  of corticosterone by the SCN (Kalsbeek & Buijs, 1996). 

Whilee the SCN derived factor involved in the daytime inhibition of melatonin syn-
thesiss had been shown previously to be GABA (Kalsbeek et al, 1999; Kalsbeek et al, 
2000c),, the nature of its stimulatory factor still needed to be determined. Considering 
thatt both GABA and glutamate may be used, respectively, as inhibitory and stimula-
toryy SCN inputs to regions of the preoptic area involved in the control of sleep/wake 
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**  Intermezzo 

UntilUntil  recently the SCN peak of electrical activity has been reported exclusively during daytime. 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, the absence of evidence for nocturnal SCN neuronal activity might only be due to 

technicaltechnical limitation. In fact, the initial  in vivo electrophysiological study that showed the circadian 

rhythmicityrhythmicity of neuronal activity in the SCN with a peak during day-time has been realised using 

thethe multiple-unit recording technique, a collective measure of the electrical discharge rate of up to 

1OOO1OOO neurons (Inouye & Kawamura, 1979). Later on, several in vitro studies, realised on hypotha-

lamiclamic slices or on cultured SCN, using single-unit recordings (Green & Gillette, 1982; Groos & 

Hendriks,Hendriks, 1982; Shibata et al., 1982; Bos & Mirmiran, 1990), confirmed the existence of circadian 

rhythmsrhythms of electrical activity, peaking during the light period in single SCN neurons. However, 

otherother in vitro electrophysiological studies also indicate that only 50-75% of SCN neurons show a 

circadiancircadian rhythm in their firing pattern (Bos & Mirmiran, 1990; Welsh et al, 1995; Herzoget al., 

1997;1997; Honma et al., 1998; Liu & Reppert, 2000). In addition, a recent study has confirmed that in 

vivoo about 2% of SCN cells show regular firing activity (Saeb-Parsy & Dyball, 2003a). Therefore, 

notnot all SCN cells do express an endogenously build circadian message. Besides, Welsh et al. (1995) 

revealedrevealed that, in cultures of dispersed rat SCN cells, SCN neurons express independently phased 

circadiancircadian firing rhythms even if connected together. Moreover, using prolonged single-unit record-

ingsings from mouse SCN explants cultured on a multi-electrode plate, Herzoget al. (1997) also found 

dailydaily rhythms in firing rate that were clearly out of phase with each other. This observation has 

beenbeen confirmed in a slice culture of neonatal rat SCN (Nakamura et al., 2001). Only a few studies 

havehave so far used single-unit recordings in vivo. For instance, light responsiveness of the SCN along 

thethe L/D cycle has been studied in anaesthetised (Meijer et al., 1986) or freely-moving rats (Meijer 

ett al., 1996; Meijer et al., 1998). In one of these studies, Meijer et al. (1998) noticed that, for all the 

77 SCN neurons they recorded on a long term for at least 48h, baseline discharge patterns of single 

unitsunits showed increased activity during (subjective) day and decreased activity during (subjective) 

night.night. However, a recent in vivo study using single-unit recordings in anaesthetised rats showed a 

specificspecific daily variation of the neuronal discharge of single SCN cells depending on their projection 

targetstargets (Saeb-Parsy & Dyball, 2003b). For instance, cells that project to the arcuate nucleus or 

thethe supraoptic nucleus show two peaks of activity, one near the light/dark and the other near the 

dark-lightdark-light transitions. In this in vivo study, although the overall mean of neuronal firing was still 

peakingpeaking during the light period, several cells showed a high firing rate (around 10 Hz) during the 

darkdark period. Moreover, during their long-term in vivo recordings Saeb-Parsy and Dyball (2003b) 

noticednoticed that 2 out of their 30 "silent" cells finally increased their firing rate, one for a period of- 3h 

andand one for a period of8h. In addition, Schaap et al. (2003) have shown recently by extracting sin-

glegle unit activity from multiunit recordings on rat SCN slices, the strong heterogeneity of neuronal 

activityactivity of individual SCN neurons. They actually reported peak times of neuronal activity during 

bothboth subjective day and night. So far, the presence of a specific subpopulation of SCN neurons ac-

tivetive during the dark period (i.e. out of phase with the majority of SCN neurons) still needs to be 

demonstrateddemonstrated in vivo. However, the existence of subpopulations of SCN cells that maintain differ-

entent phase relationships becomes more and more evident. $ 
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rhythmm (Sun et al.y 2000; Sun et ai, 2001) and that more and more evidence was ac-
cumulatingg for a specific glutamate release from SCN terminals onto (preautonomic) 
PVNN neurons (Hermes et al, 1996; Csaki et al., 2000; Cui et a/., 2001), in the second 
partt of Chapter 3, we investigated a possible contribution of glutamate release within 
thee PVN to the nocturnal release of melatonin. The results of this experiment showed 
thatt indeed glutamatergic transmission within the PVN, and most likely derived from 
SCNN projections, is a key player in the stimulation of melatonin release at night. 

Tonicc stimulatory output ? 

Interestingly,, unlike the blockade of GABA-ergic transmission within the PVN 
(Kalsbeekk et al, 2000c), silencing the inhibitory output of the SCN by intra-nudear 
infusionss of TTX during the light period did not induce any increase of melatonin 
levels.. Apparently, during the light period, SCN control towards the melatonin 
rhythmm is not only inhibitory, but also stimulatory. Consequently, we proposed that, 
nextt to its nocturnal stimulatory output, the SCN also sustains a stimulatory output 
too the PVN during the light period, the final effect of which, in normal conditions, 
iss overwhelmed by the simultaneous activity of the inhibitory GABA-ergic output to 
thee PVN. During our initial studies we supposed that the stimulatory input towards 
thee melatonin-rhythm-generating-system could be derived from the intrinsic activity 
off  pre-autonomic PVN neurons. Results of SCN-lesions and TTX infusions (within 
thee SCN) clearly showed that this intrinsic or spontaneous activity of pre-autonomic 
PVNN neurons is minimal, and that SCN neuronal activity is also required for a day-
timee increase of melatonin synthesis. 

Initiallyy the possibility for the existence of a nocturnal stimulatory output of the 
SCNN seemed very unlikely, due to the well-know daytime activity of SCN neurons. 
Thee Intermezzo, however, illustrates that more and more evidence is accumulating for 
nocturnall  activity of SCN neurons. The evidence for non-rhythmic cells within the 
SCN,, nicely fits with our hypothesis of a tonic SCN stimulatory output originating 
fromm the same population of cells throughout the 24-h period. On the other hand, 
thesee recent electrophysiological data also support the possibility of nighttime and 
daytimee stimulatory outputs originating from two distinct subpopulations of SCN 
neuronss with an opposite phase-relation. Adoption of this second option would imply 
aa trough of stimulatory SCN output during the L/D and the D/L transition. The depth 
off  this trough (i.e. the amount of stimulatory SCN output remaining) will depend on 
thee overlap in the activity periods of these two subpopulations of SCN neurons. We 
triedd to address this issue in Chapter 4 by investigating the SCN control of the mela-
toninn offset (D/L transition). Knowing that the blockade of GABA-ergic transmission 
withinn the PVN increased melatonin synthesis in the middle of the day, we were actu-
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allyy curious about its effect on melatonin offset, occurring just before the beginning 
off  the light period in rat. Several mechanisms (including intrapineal ones) can be 
imaginedd to explain the arrest of noradrenalin stimulation through the sympathetic 
fibresfibres that is responsible for the offset of melatonin synthesis. First, considering the 
hypothesiss of a tonic stimulatory SCN output overwhelmed by a circadian GABA-
ergicc inhibitory signal during the light period in the PVN, the offset of noradrenalin 
releasee in the early morning would be a consequence of the increasing strength of the 
GABA-ergicc signal, and the blocking of GABA-ergic transmission during this period 
off  the light/dark-cycle would consequently prevent this offset. Indeed, the results 
obtainedd in Chapter 4 confirm that GABA-ergic signalling within the PVN inhibits 
melatoninn release at the end of the dark period. But, these results also clearly show 
that,, just before the transition from dark to light, the decline of melatonin can not be 
completelyy prevented by the administration of BIC. Therefore, next to an increased 
GABA-ergicc inhibition these results also indicate a discontinuation of the stimulatory 
inputt at that time. In our view the arrest of the stimulatory input can be accomplished 
inn two ways (Fig. 1). First, it could fit  with the idea of two populations of stimulatory 
SCNN neurons with opposite phasing and a trough of stimulation during the transition 
fromm one population to the other. Secondly, it could mean that during a short period 
(i.e.. the dark/light transition) the stimulatory SCN neurons are inhibited, probably 
byy another subpopulation of SCN neurons. However, both mechanisms indicate that 
att least 3 populations of SCN neurons are involved in the control of the melatonin 
rhythm. . 

HypothesisHypothesis 3A Hypothesis 3B 

Figuree 1 Schematic illustration of the two versions of the "final" hypothesis explaining the 
clock-controlledd synthesis of melatonin. Version A illustrates the idea of two populations of 
stimulatoryy SCN neurons with opposite phasing, and version B illustrates the idea of a subpop-
ulationn of SCN neurons continuously firing throughout the 24-h of the L/D cycle but silenced 
byy a non-GABA-ergic subpopulation of SCN neurons at the transition from dark to light. 
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GENERALL DISCUSSION 

Inn Chapter 5, we tried to identify the subpopulation(s) of SCN cells that could be 
responsiblee for the stimulatory action of the SCN on melatonin synthesis. This ana-
tomicall  study did reveal the necessity for the absence of Per gene expression within 
thee dorsal SCN to enable the expression of the melatonin rhythm, probably indicating 
thee location of the SCN neurons that are responsible for the inhibition of melatonin 
duringg the (subjective) light period. Mitogen-activated protein kinase activity has 
beenn shown to display a circadian rhythm in the SCN (Obrietan et al, 1998). Interest-
ingly,, a small subpopulation of these MAPK cells located in the central middle SCN 
showedd a specific activity during the nocturnal period, for at least 8-h (Nakaya et al., 

2003).. This central subpopulation of neurons could be responsible for the stimulation 
off  melatonin synthesis at night. However, the peculiar recent finding that this rhythm 
seemss to depend on an intact retinal input (Lee et al, 2003) makes it an unlikely can-
didatee for stimulating nocturnal melatonin release. Still, we propose a central position 
forr the central region of the SCN, containing for instance distinct peptidergic cell 
groupss such as the SS-positive neurons (Card et al, 1988; Tanaka et al, 1996), with 
regardd to the localization of the stimulatory neurons. Further anatomical experiments 
wil ll  be necessary to localise specifically and definitely each subpopulation of the SCN 
responsiblee for the inhibition and the stimulation of melatonin synthesis. Once gluta-
matergicc neurons will be tracable, by labelling of vesicular glutamatergic transporters 
forr instance (Ziegler et al, 2002), we can imagine to localise at least the glutamatergic 
neuronss of the SCN that project to the PVN-pineal pathway with combined retrovi-
russ tracing technique from the pineal gland. 

Generall  scheme 

Thee present results demonstrate that the SCN is a heterogeneous structure, not only 
structurallyy but also not functionally. Taking these observations together we propose 
thatt the dorsal subdivision of the SCN contains neurons responsible for controlling 
thee offset of melatonin release (most likely of GABA-ergic nature), while a central 
subdivisionn (most likely glutamatergic) controls the nocturnal stimulation of mela-
toninn synthesis. In addition, we propose a third subpopulation of neurons. Either one 
thatt exerts a stimulation of pre-autonomic PVN neurons specifically during the (sub-
jective)) light period, or one that inhibits a population of continuously active stimula-
toryy neurons during the dark/light transition. Moreover, we propose that light has an 
additional,, direct (i.e. circumventing the central oscillator) inhibitory influence on 
melatoninn release via activation of GABA neurons located in the ventral part of the 
SCN.. This general view on the different subpopulations of SCN neurons involved in 
thee control of the daily rhythm of melatonin synthesis is presented in figure 2. 
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Pineal Pineal 

Melatonin n 

PVN PVN 

SCN SCN 

Retina Retina o-, , o-' ' 

99 Inhibitory O Stimulatory ö Silent 

Figuree 2 Schematic presentation of the different subpopulations of SCN neurons implicated in 
thee circadian control of melatonin synthesis. Filled circles indicate inhibitory and open circles 
stimulatoryy neurons, respectively. Dashed circles indicate silent neurons and dashed lines indi-
catee the network that can be activated by light during the night period. For simplicity reasons, 
II  chose to show in the present illustration only the population of SCN stimluatory neurons in 
oppositee phasing. 
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GENERALL DISCUSSION 

B.. BIOLOGICA L CLOCK : FUNCTIONALL Y SUBDIVIDE D 

Spatio-temporall  compartmentalisation of the SCN 

Thesee last years more and more evidence has been provided for a functional compart-
mentalizationn of the SCN. It was first suggested that in hamsters a certain subpopula-
tionn of SCN neurons, containing a specific calcium calbinding protein, could control 
thee locomotor activity rhythmicity (LeSauter & Silver, 1999). The same year, Yan et al. 

(1999)) revealed the Orcadian profile and the compartment-specific response to light 
off  the clock genes Perl and Per2 in rats. The concept of different functions for differ-
entt subdivisions of the SCN (i.e. a ventral subdivision used to synchronise the dorsal 
subdivisionn to the light environment) has been further confirmed later on by others. 
Indeed,, Miyake et al (2000) suggested that the transient induction of Perl, specifi-
cally,, inn ventrolateral SCN neurons was critical for resetting the biological clock to a 
neww environmental L/D cycle. This idea has been confirmed by Hamada et al. (2001) 
whoo revealed the compartmentalisation of the SCN with one set of neurons showing 
endogenouss rhythmicity in Perl and Per2 mRNA expression, and another set showing 
noo rhythmicity in mRNA expression but gating the light-induced Perl and Perl gene 
expression.. Some studies have extended these findings by proposing gastrin-releasing 
peptide,, localised in ventral SCN neurons, as the neurotransmitter responsible for the 
synchronisationn of dorsal SCN neurons by the ventral subdivision (Aida et al, 2002; 
Dardentee et al> 2002). In addition, a functional compartmentalisation of the SCN has 
alsoo been revealed by the recent experiments of Buijs et al. (2003a), showing the exist-
encee of different subsets of SCN neurons dedicated to either the parasympathetic or 
sympatheticc branch of the autonomic nervous system. 

Inn addition to the spatial compartmentalisation of the SCN in Per gene expression, 
Yann & Okamura (2002) have revealed the existence of a temporal compartmentalisa-
tionn of the SCN with different subgroups of SCN neurons expressing the Perl and 
Per2Per2 genes at different moments of the L/D cycle. More recently, Yamagushi et al 

(2003)) have confirmed such a spatiotemporal compartmentalisation in a real-time 
analysiss of Perl gene expression in organotypic slice cultures of SCN transgenic mice 
carryingg mPerl -promotor- driven luciferase reporter gene. In addition, the authors el-
egantlyy demonstrated, by culturing independently the dorsal and the ventral parts of 
thee SCN, that although the dorsal part of the SCN is the first to express Perl along the 
light/darkk cycle, it is not responsible for the synchronisation of Perl gene expression 
off  the ventral part. The spatio-temporal compartmentalisation of Perl and Per2 genes 
wass also confirmed by the experiments presented in Chapter 5 of the present thesis. 

Thee spatiotemporal organisation has been examined further following phase-shifts 
off  the light-dark cycle (Yan & Silver, 2002; Nagano et al, 2003; Yan et al, 2003). 
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Thee phase-shift experiments revealed a differential effect of delaying and advancing 

phase-shiftss on Per gene expression. Moreover, our results with animals on restricted 

feedingg (Chapter 5), showing a different effect of the 8-h phase advance on the expres-

sionn of the different Per genes, suggest an even more complex regulation mechanism. 

Thee results of the present thesis, showing the involvement of different SCN signals at 

differentt moments of the L/D cycle in the control of melatonin synthesis, reveal that 

SCNN spatio-temporal compartmentalisation is also crucial even if only one specific 

(hormonal)(hormonal) rhythm is concerned. 

Molecularr compartmentalisation of the clock 

Inn addition to the spatiotemporal organisation of the SCN, more and more evidence is 
providedd for differentiated molecular clockwork functioning in SCN cells according 
too their position within the nucleus. Indeed, synchronizing factors (photic or non-
photic)) have different effects on the diverse components of the molecular clockwork 
(Le.. Perl and Perl genes) depending on their location within the SCN. For instance, 
delayingg phase pulses (applied early at night) increase the expression of both Perl and 
PerlPerl genes in the ventral part of the SCN, but in the dorsal part of the SCN only the 
expressionn of Perl is increased. On the other hand, an advancing light pulse (applied 
att late night) increases Perl gene expression in both subdivisions of the SCN, but has 
noo effect on Perl gene expression (Yan & Silver, 2002). 

Besides,, although products of both Perl and Perl genes are active components of 
thee molecular clockwork, recent studies strongly suggest a differentiation of function 
forr these two genes. For instance, mPerl mutant mice show an inability to phase-ad-
vance,, while mPerl mutant mice show an inability to phase-delay, indicating different 
functionn of these genes in the synchronisation to new environment cycle (Albrecht et 

alyaly 2001). In addition, null mutant mice for the Perl gene still show circadian loco-
motorr activity in constant darkness, whereas after a few days Perl gene null mutant 
micee become arrhythmic (Steinlechner et al, 2002). Consequently, Yan et al. (2003) 
recentlyy suggested that, in mice, the Perl gene might have a more important role in 
behaviorall  phase delays than Perl. Moreover, non-photic inputs, which probably also 
involvee internal feedback signals to the clock, also seem to affect the two Per genes dif-
ferently.. Indeed, in Chapter 5, we have shown that an aberrant feeding rhythm more 
specificallyy affects the expression of the Perl gene. In view of the fact that light pulses 
havee a specific effect on Perl expression only at late night, we can even imagine that 
thee specific effect of feeding on Perl, as shown in Chapter 5, might depend on the time 
off  feeding of the animals. In our experimental conditions, animals were fed from ZT4 
too ZT6, a time-period that corresponds to the maximal and widest expression of Perl 

butt not to the one of Perl. In addition, the results of Chapter 5 showed that especially 
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expressionn of the Perl gene is closely correlated with VP gene expression. Consider-
ingg these two observations, and since VPergic SCN output is crucial in the control of 
thee daily rhythm of corticosterone release for instance, we suggest that Perl gene is 
nott only linked in a closer way than Perl gene is to behavioural output rhythms, but 
alsoo to hormonal output rhythms. In order to further understand the respective link 
off  Perl and Per2 genes and endocrine clock outputs, it could be of great interest to 
measuree the circadian expression of endocrine functions of Perl versus Perl mutant 
mice.. One could expect, for instance, a more disturbed corticosterone rhythm in Perl 

mutantt mice than in Perl mutant mice. 

Differentt  timin g of SCN outputs 

Thee results of the present thesis clearly illustrate that the SCN uses multiple outputs to 
controll  the circadian rhythm of melatonin. The functional subdivision of the biologi-
call  clock is also nicely illustrated by examining the timing pattern of the different SCN 
outputss we know to be involved in the control of both melatonin and corticosterone 
releasee (Fig. 3). Previous studies have shown that the daytime inhibitory influence 
off  the SCN on corticosterone release is transmitted by a VP containing projection to 
thee DMH (Kalsbeek et al, 1996b; Kalsbeek et al, 1996c), VP being released during 
thee first half of the day (Kalsbeek et al, 1995), while, at the end of the light period, a 
corticosterone-stimulatingg agent (CSA) needs to be released from SCN terminals to 
stimulatee corticosterone release (Kalsbeek et al, 1996c). Besides, as shown by the re-
sultss of the present thesis and according to version B of the "final hypothesis", the daily 
rhythmm of melatonin release is induced by a daytime GABA release and a continuous 
releasee of glutamate from SCN terminals, to, respectively, inhibit and stimulate mela-
toninn synthesis. Moreover, we propose that, in the early morning, the early decline of 
melatoninn can be explained by an additional SCN inhibitory transmitter, or melaton-
in-inhibitingg factor (MIF). In addition, the results of Chapter 3 revealed that the SCN 
alsoo actively contributes to the offset of the circadian corticosterone peak. Since, ad-
ministrationn during the dark period of neither the VP- nor the glutamate-antagonist 
affectedd corticosterone release (Kalsbeek et al, 1996c; and Chapter 3), these results 
indicatee the existence of an additional corticosterone-inhibiting factor (CIF), during 
thee nocturnal period. Clearly, despite the low nocturnal electrical activity of SCN 
neurons,, next to glutamate also other SCN transmitters might be released during the 
darkk period in order to stimulate or inhibit other circadian controlled functions. 
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Figuree 3 Multiplicit y of SCN outputs with respect to the control of the melatonin and corticos-
teronee rhythms, and their different circadian pattern of activity. Dashed and straight gray lines 
indicatee the release pattern of inhibitory (GABA, MIF, VP, CIF) and stimulatory (glutamate, 
CSA)) SCN outputs, respectively. For simplicity reasons, only the hypothesis of one continu-
ouslyy firing population of SCN neurons, in the control of melatonin synthesis, is indicated in 
thee present illustration. Adapted from Buijs et al. (2003b). 
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GENERALL DISCUSSION 

C.. MELATONIN : A MODEL FOR CLOCK CONTROLLE D AUTONOMI C 
OUTPUTS S 

Inn the general Introduction we proposed that the SCN controls peripheral rhythms 
viaa a dual mechanism consisting of SCN connections with both endocrine and pre-
autonomicc neurons in the hypothalamus. In the SCN a circadian expression of clock 
genee mRNA and clock proteins is essential for the organization of the daily changes 
inn SCN physiology. Clock genes have also been described in many other structures in 
thee brain and in the periphery (Hastings & Maywood, 2000; Abe et al, 2002; Balsalo-
bre,, 2002). Interestingly, rhythmicity of clock gene expression has also been shown 
inn the pineal gland, but with a different relationship to each other than in the SCN 
(Namihiraa et al, 1999; Fukuhara et al, 2000; Takekida et al, 2000). However, to our 
knowledge,, so far no clear evidence has been presented for a role of clock genes in the 
circadiann synthesis of melatonin. Although the Perl gene shows a circadian pattern 
off  expression similar to that of Aa-nat, and noradrenergic stimulation induces pineal 
PerlPerl as well as Aa-nat expression, Perl gene expression shows a completely different 
circadiann pattern and is not induced by such noradrenergic stimulation (Fukuhara 
etet al., 2000; 2002). Therefore, if the master clock entrains the circadian expression of 
bothh Per genes in the pineal, it seems to use different pathways to do so. This idea was 
confirmedd recently by the results of an extensive study on clock genes expression in 
thee rat pineal gland that revealed differential daily rhythms and regulation of Perl, 

Per3,Per3, Cryl and Cry2 genes (Simonneaux et al, 2004). Besides, no clear link has been 
demonstratedd so far for a possible implication of either clock gene in the chain of 
melatoninn synthesis. 

Apartt from the sympathetic innervation, a parasympathetic innervation of the pin-
eall  gland has also been demonstrated (Moller et al, 1999; Moller & Baeres, 2002). Al-
thoughh the effects of parasympathetic agents described so far were mainly inhibitory 
onn melatonin synthesis (Romijn, 1976; Drijfhout et al, 1996a), not much is known 
aboutt the functionality of this parasympathetic innervation. Since our previous trans-
neuronall  tracing study revealing the SCN-pineal pathway did not show any labelling 
inn the parasympathetic motornuclei in the brainstem (Teclemariam-Mesbah et al, 

1999),, it seems that the parasympathetic innervation of the pineal gland has more of 
aa modulator role in the synthesis of melatonin. 

Thee present thesis revealed that melatonin synthesis is under complete and tight 
controll  of the biological clock, using signals of different nature for its inhibition and 
itss stimulation. Although this clock control is certainly not ubiquitous for all physi-
ologicall  functions, we propose that the biological clock uses its multiple outputs to the 
autonomicc nervous system to control the circadian rhythmicity of other functions, 
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suchh as corticosterone release (Kalsbeek et al, 1996b,c), body temperature and the 

cardiovascularr system (Scheer et al, 2004a; Scheer et al, 2003), as well. Despite the 

evidencee for multiple autonomic connections with other glands and organs provided 

byy several neuro-anatomical tracing studies, the functionality of these numerous out-

puts,, however, still needs to be further investigated. So far, the best example is the cir-

cadiann control of the corticosterone rhythm, for which the sympathetic innervation 

off  the adrenal gland seems to be of major importance (Jasper & Engeland, 1994; Buijs 

etet al, 1999). In addition, it is likely that the autonomic nervous system is also involved 

inn the circadian control of plasma glucose and plasma leptin concentrations (La Fleur 

etet al, 2000; Kalsbeek et al, 2001; Kreier et al, 2002). From the present studies, it is 

likelyy that the SCN wil l use GABA and glutamate to control the autonomic (or at least 

thee sympathetic) outflow to other organs in order to control glucose homeostasis and 

leptinn release. In addition, recently it has been shown that the blockade of endog-

enouss GABA release in the PVN increases sympathetic activation and can cause heart 

failuree in the rat (Zhang et al, 2002). In our view, it is likely that endogenous GABA 

releasee from SCN terminals is involved in the inhibition of the sympathetic input to 

thee heart as well (Scheer et al, 2001; Scheer et al, 2003). 

Theree is, however, a non-negligible difference between the regulation of melatonin 

(andd leptin) and most of the other functions controlled by the endogenous clock 

viaa the autonomic output. Sympathetic output to the pineal gland is, indeed, always 

stimulatedd during the night in both diurnal and nocturnal animals, whereas the tim-

ingg of the stimulatory input of the autonomic nervous system to other physiological 

functions,, is often linked to the activity state of the animal. Consequently, the "night 

physiology""  clearly depends on the environmental niche of an animal, i.e. whether it 

iss nocturnal or diurnal. This means that in nocturnal species, such as the rat, GABA-

ergicc projections from the SCN inhibit, during the light period, "pineal" and "cardio-

vascular""  PVN neurons simultaneously. However, in diurnal species only the "pineal" 

PVNN neurons need to be inhibited during the daytime, but the inhibition of the 

"cardiovascular""  PVN neurons has to be shifted to the dark period. The comparison 

off  diurnal and nocturnal species therefore illustrates two important characteristics of 

thee control of the autonomic nervous system by the SCN. First, although the clock 

cann use the same type of output signal, it is clear that the SCN has to target different 

setss of pre-autonomic neurons in the PVN. This idea is supported by the recent iden-

tificationn of two functionally different groups of spinal cord-projecting PVN neurons 

withh sympathetic related activity (Chen & Toney, 2003). Secondly, the comparison of 

diurnall  and nocturnal animals forces us to think about how the SCN can change the 

naturee of the "cardiovascular" PVN neurons from diurnal to nocturnal. For instance, 

doess this mean that the acrophase in activity of the GABA-ergic SCN neurons that 

innervatee the "cardiovascular" PVN neurons, shifts from the light period to the dark 
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period,, or does it indicate a shift from a GABA-ergic to a glutamatergic nature of the 
SCNN neurons that innervate the "cardiovascular" PVN neurons? 

Anotherr specificity of the daily rhythm in melatonin synthesis resides in the fact 
thatt the SCN exerts total autonomic control over the melatonin synthesis, i.e. at 
presentt no other factors are known that can affect the melatonin rhythm in any sub-
stantiall  way (except for light, of course, but light also acts through the SCN). Such a 
totall  control by the clock explains the stability of the melatonin rhythm throughout 
differentt species and makes it very suitable to serve as a major hand of the clock, i.e. 
ann endocrine signal of time (Pévet, 2000; Korf et al, 2003). Although the SCN also 
usess the autonomic nervous system in the control of the daily rhythmicity of other 
endocrinee functions, as presented in the Introduction, at present this property of a 
totall  control seems to be specific solely for melatonin. The differential effects of SCN 
lesionss on melatonin, corticosterone and leptin levels nicely reveal the relative impor-
tancee of autonomic innervation in the SCN control of these rhythms. Indeed, as illus-
tratedd in Figure 4, ablation of the SCN will cause low, intermediate and high levels of 
melatonin,, corticosterone and leptin, respectively. The SCN stimulation of melatonin 
releasee is completely dependent on the sympathetic innervation of the pineal, where-
as,, with regard to the release of corticosterone, the sympathetic innervation seems 
too have only a modulatory effect, by changing the sensitivity of the adrenal gland for 
ACTH.. Moreover, the input of the biological clock to the autonomic nervous system 
cann have completely opposite effects. For instance, whereas the sympathetic input to 
thee pineal gland stimulates melatonin synthesis, the sympathetic input to fat tissue 
inhibitss the release of leptin (Sivitz et al, 1999; Kalsbeek et al, 2001). However, both 
hormoness show a secretion peak during the night, which suggests that, during the 
day,, the SCN both inhibits the sympathetic input to the pineal gland and stimulates 
thee sympathetic input towards the fat tissue. 

Melatonin n Corticosterone e Leptin n 

122 24 

Zeitgeberr time (h) 

24 4 

Figuree 4 Schematic representation of dialysate levels of melatonin (A) and corticosterone (B), 
ass well as plasmatic leptin (C) levels, in intact (black lines) versus SCN-lesioned (gray lines) rats. 
Graphicss are based upon results of Chapter 2 and results by Kalsbeek et al. (2001). 
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Anotherr notable difference between melatonin and other hormones is the strong 

feedbackk action of melatonin on the SCN, which has thus far not been described for 

otherr hormones. Despite the fact that hormones such as corticosterone and leptin 

showw a pronounced circadian rhythm too, their (feedback) actions on the SCN still 

needd to be demonstrated in vivo. When applied at the transition from dark to light, 

exogenouss melatonin can entrain circadian rhythms such as other non-photic stimuli 

(Redmann et al, 1983; Cassone et al, 1986; Pitrosky et al, 1999), which strongly sug-

gestss that endogenous melatonin feeds back to the SCN to help its entrainment. As 

reportedd so far, the main effect of melatonin is to inhibit the electrical activity of the 

SCNN neurons (Shibata et al, 1989; Stehle et al, 1989; Liu et al, 1997; McArthur et 

al,al, 1997; Van den Top et al, 2001). Therefore, the most straightforward explanation 

forr its entraining effect is that it enhances the "normal" nocturnal silence of the SCN. 

However,, in both humans (Zaidan et al, 1994) and rats (Bothorel et al, 2002) it has 

beenn shown that exogenous melatonin stimulates the endogenous secretion of me-

latonin.. Moreover, Bothorel et al (2002) were able to show that, in rats, exogenous 

melatoninn specifically acts on the SCN to increase the amplitude of endogenous me-

latoninn release. The stimulatory effect of exogenous melatonin on endogenous mela-

toninn release seems in contradiction with its inhibitory effect on the electrical activity 

off  SCN neurons. Therefore, we hypothesise that melatonin specifically acts on the 

GABA-ergicc SCN neurons. In addition, we think that silencing the GABA-ergic neu-

ronss increases the excitability of glutamatergic neurons involved in the stimulation 

off  melatonin synthesis, i.e. an inhibition of GABA-ergic neurons might enable more 

glutamatergicc SCN neurons to become active. This would explain the strong entrain-

ingg capacity of melatonin on its own synthesis. Recently, Scheer et al (2004b) have 

demonstratedd that a longterm treatment of hypertensive patients with exogenous 

melatoninn just before bedtime enhances or re-instates the nocturnal dip in the daily 

bloodd pressure rhythm. Keeping in mind our hypothesis, the entrainment effective-

nesss of melatonin, at least in humans, seems to be due not only to its strengthening of 

thee daily rhythmicity but also to the effect it has on the "cardiovascular" PVN neurons 

thatt are responsible for the nocturnal decrease in blood pressure. It is to expect that in 

nocturnall  rodents, such melatonin treatment would increase blood pressure. 

Thee results as presented in Chapters 2 & 3 clearly showed that the intrinsic or spon-

taneouss activity of sympathetic pre-autonomic PVN neurons is minimal. Although, 

thee melatonin rhythm seems to be solely controlled via the sympathetic innerva-

tionn of the pineal gland, we can imagine that the parasympathetic division of the 

autonomicc nervous system is also dependent on a stimulatory input from the SCN. 

Indeed,, viral tracing studies have previously shown that the SCN is connected to both 

branchess of the autonomic nervous system. Moreover, recently we found that separate 

SCNN neurons may be dedicated to either the sympathetic of parasympathetic branch 
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off  the autonomic nervous system (Buijs et al., 2003). Therefore, the "simple" finding 
off  a stimulatory SCN input to pre-autonomic neurons might have major implications 
forr the control of the autonomic nervous system in general, and for the SCN control 
off  the balance of life in particular. It may be, therefore, of great interest to identify 
thee specific subpopulation of SCN cells that send the stimulatory input to the pineal 
gland.. Although the glutamatergic SCN output to pre-autonomic neurons in the PVN 
hass been already described previously (Cui et al, 2001), the results of Chapter 3 are 
thee first to demonstrate the functional importance of the glutamatergic SCN output. 
Inn order to further localise the specific SCN cells responsible for the stimulation of 
melatoninn at night, we could imagine a tracing study from the pineal gland combined 
withh a specific glutamatergic marker (i.e. vesicular glutamate transporter mRNA in 
thee hypothalamus (Ziegler et al, 2002)). 

Inn conclusion, the different results presented in this thesis further confirmed the com-
plexityy of one of the most interesting body mechanisms, i.e. the internal time keep-
ing.. Furthermore, new mechanisms were brought to light that wil l force us to think 
aboutt the biological clock in a more heterogeneous way. In order to progress further 
inn the understanding of the functioning of the circadian clock, it wil l be necessary to 
identifyy the different subgroups of SCN cells in relation to their target and functional-
ity,, and to establish the specific rhythmicity of their activity. However, the final and 
fulll  identification of these outputs can be completed only when technical progress 
wil ll  allow us to measure the transmitter release of an identified neuron at the level of 
onee specific target neuron. Therefore, although the present thesis has provided more 
insightt in the circadian control of melatonin release, it has also uncovered a number 
off  yet unsolved issues, such as the nature and relevance of the melatonin-stimulating 
factorr released during daytime, or the location and the functional specificity of the 
SCNN neurons active at night. 
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